Descriptive Statistics
presents descriptive statistics for our main independent variables.
-table 1 about here -
Stationarity
An important condition for consistent estimation in time series econometrics is stationarity.
We used several widely accepted unit root tests to ensure the stationarity of our variables. The results from Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) and Phillips-Perron tests are reported in table 2.
These soundly reject the null hypotheses of non-stationarity.
- 
Robustness
In order to evaluate whether our estimation results are driven by outliers we re-estimated all models using robust regression (results shown in table 3 in the paper). However, in order to economize on space, graphs of the combined partisan effect on systematic risk are not included in the paper. These graphs can be found below. Figure 1 shows the combined partisan effect distinguishing between unified and divided government if we use robust regression and setting the estimation window to 15. The results are very similar to those reported in the paper.
-figure 1 about here - Figure 2 shows the combined partisan effect again based on results from robust regression, but now we use an estimation window of 30 days. The conclusions remain consistent with those drawn from the estimations reported in the paper.
-figure 2 about hereRight-leaning governments reduce financial risk, with the effect being significantly stronger and different from zero under unified government. Moreover, the risk-reducing effect is moderated by changes in inflation. The stronger inflation increases, the stronger right-leaning incumbents reduce systematic risk. 
